
Roberts and Solow1 have presented
theoretical data to suggest that the
dodo, Raphus cucullatus, of Mauritius

may have persisted until 1690, some
28 years beyond its accepted extinction date
of 1662. Here we analyse new historical data
derived from records of hunting caches,
noted by Opperhoofd (Chief) Isaac Joan
Lamotius, which confirm that specimens of
R. cucullatus were collected regularly for at
least 26 years beyond 1662. We calculate a
new extinction date, which differs by only
three years from that calculated by Roberts
and Solow, but which, using a statistical
treatment similar to theirs, greatly narrows
the confidence interval.

The last accepted record of the dodo is 
that from the shipwrecked mariner Volkert 
Evertszoon,who in 1662 walked on to an islet
that supported a small population of dodos2.
In 1674, however, Commandeur Hubert
Hugo questioned a recaptured slave called
Simon, who had seen dodos on two 
occasions3 during his time at large, between
1663 and 1674. Previously unreported is 
a note4 that hunters captured and killed 
dodo and other endemic prey for Hugo on 
16 August 1673.

Following Hugo, Lamotius became
Opperhoofd of Mauritius from1677 to1692
and he recorded events on the island in a
series of diaries. During the first few years of
his command, Lamotius was supplied with
ample provisions from the Cape (South
Africa) and so did not regularly send out
hunting parties. But diaries from 1685 to
1688, which are held in the Cape Archive,
suggest that Mauritius received little support
during those years from either the Cape or
the Netherlands5. Over that period, Lam-
otius dispatched hunters daily to obtain
food, and he maintained a day-by-day
account of their quarry6.

Although the importance of this docu-
ment has been realized for some time7, its
reliability has been questioned2. Conse-
quently, Roberts and Solow1 excluded these
records in their analysis of the dodo’s demise.
Lamotius records dodo (as “dodaersen”) on
12 separate occasions as part of the hunters’
quarry during the period 1685–88 (ref.6).

As endemic species became rarer, the
quarry mainly comprised animals that had
been introduced to the island such as deer,
pigs and goats. Ducks, geese and flamingos
were abundant at certain times of the year,
but only very rarely did the catch include the
now extinct Mauritian giant tortoise 
(Cylindraspis spp.) or the dodo. Lamotius 
last recorded the capture of a dodo on 
25 November 1688.

A problem raised over Lamotius’s

accounts is his use of the term dodaersen.
Cheke2 maintains that this name was trans-
ferred from the dodo to another flightless
endemic Mauritius bird, the red rail
(Aphanapteryx bonasia), which was much
smaller and had a slender beak — quite 
different from the massive bill of the dodo.

We consider it much more likely that
Lamotius was using the name dodaersen to
refer to the dodo.He was a credible observer,
having been instructed by the Dutch East

India Company to record, among other
things, the natural history of Mauritius. He
compiled a list of endemic trees and their
medicinal uses on the island, and sent
botanical specimens to the gardens of the
company at the Cape; he was also an inven-
tor and draughtsman3. Lamotius would
have been well acquainted with the distinc-
tive morphology of the dodo because of its
fame in western Europe — at least three
specimens had been transported to the
Netherlands and many paintings were in
existence, predominantly by Dutch artists.

For these reasons, it is unlikely that 
Lamotius would have confused the red rail
with a dodo. The Dutch were familiar with
rails and rail-like birds in their home 
territory, calling them velt-hoenders,
meerkoet and waterhoen. There is no 
mention of these in the accounts of either
Hugo or Lamotius, whereas earlier Dutch
accounts do refer to the red rails of Mauritius
as velt-hoenders (field chickens)2. There is
no evidence that Lamotius or Hugo changed
this name to dodaersen.

The dates derived from the dodo
records of Lamotius and the new records of
Hugo confirm that the dodo was present on
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Mauritius at a time close to the estimated
extinction time of 1690 that Roberts and
Solow calculate1. This date has a 95% confi-
dence interval of 1669 to 1797, calculated
from their record of reported observations
covering 1598–1662. Using the same statis-
tical analysis1 and all the observations
together, including the new dates of Hugo
and the records of Lamotius (up to 1688),
we estimated the likely duration of isolated
populations of dodos beyond the last
records of Lamotius. We calculate a new
estimated extinction date of 1693, with a
95% confidence interval of 1688 to 1715, a
period of only 27 years. Our data set 
comprises 16 observations, and the last
four occur within a four-year period.

Although our data have extended the esti-
mated extinction time by only three years,
our 95% confidence interval is considerably
narrower (27 years as opposed to 128 years).
This is due in part to a change in methods of
data collection in that period: records seem
to be ad hoc before 1685, but then observa-
tions become more frequent because of the
need to hunt food.

Lamotius’s hunting record ceased in 1688
because he became despondent, it is
believed7; a diary for 1689 cannot be located;
and Lamotius was arrested and left the island
in 1692. Although the Dutch have been
blamed for the final extinction of the dodo,
we note that the time interval from 1688 to
the time of the French takeover of Mauritius
in 1710 (ref. 7) lies within the 90% confi-
dence interval for the estimated extinction
time. There is thus a 10% chance that the
dodo became extinct during the French
occupation of Mauritius.
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The dodo of Mauritius has long captured the imaginations of

artists. Author Julian Pender Hume depicts the bird as it was before

its extinction, which evidence now suggests occurred in 1693.
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